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6 Named Scholars

Rev. John A. McCarthy, S.J., Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences, announced the appointment of the following scholars of the College for the Academic
year 1964-1965: Mr. Frank Bergon, Mr. Joseph H. Lynch, Mr. Edmond J. Morrissey, Mr. Alfredo A. Suarez, Mr. Peter Thornton, and Mr. James P. Vary.
Mr. Bergon, from Madera, California, is a graduate of Bellarmine Preparatory School, San Jose, California. As an English major he plans to "write a series
of short stories all of which are
commonly involved with the
ranching communities and various ethnic groups of the central
San Joaquin Valley in California,
under the directorship and tutorship of Dr. Leonard Casper."
Mr. Lynch, from Springfield,
Massachusetts, and a graduate of
Cathedral High School in Springfield, Massachusetts. Mr. Lynch
is a History major and plans to
Photo: ltd Lawion
"spend die next year studying
Scholars of the College
I. to r., Alfredo Suarei, James
the social ideas of Fermianus Lactantius, a Christian apologist of Vary, Edmond Morrissey, Frank Bergon, and Joseph Lynch.
the fourth century."
Memorial High School. As a phy- Mrs. Peter W. Thornton and a
Mr. Morrissey, from New York sics major he intends to "actively graduate of Regis High School in
City, is a graduate of Regis High engage in the neutron-gamma ray New York City.
School in New York City. As a correlation experiment being Mr. Vary, from Bethesda,
Classics major it is his intention formed in the Accelerated Lab, Maryland, graduated from Gonto pursue extensive research on Devlin 9. This work will provide zaga High School. As a Physics
the Latin poet Virgil, with the first hand experience into the the- major he will work with Dr. Jeyobjective of publication. The work oretical and experimental meth- akas,
his faculty advisor. He
in question will be a handbook ods of modern research i.n Phyplans to "spend my senior year
to Virgillian Studies encompassing sics."
investigati.ng the topic of nuclear
recent scholarship. It is a ClassMr. Thornton, an English ma- forces and the recent theories on
ics Department project under the
direction of Fr. Healy.
jor who is spending his junior the two nucleon and three nuMr. Suarez, from West Rox- year at the University of Louvain clecn problems as they apply to
bury, graduated from Catholic in Belgium, is the son of Mr. and this topic."

...

ReachDsriv$Gft 223,215;
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The 1964 Senior Gift Program came to a close last Friday with a presidential reception in honor of the 195 members of the "500 Club."
Very Rev. Michael P. Walsh, S.J., President of Boston College, addressed the
gathering of seniors, all of whom had pledged $500 or more towards the success

of the gift program. Fr. Walsh

expressed his extreme pleasure
and gratitude to the Class of
1964 for its amazing gift with
pledges totalling $223,215. He said
that this gift would serve as an
inspiration to the alumni and
faculty in their contributions to
the Development Program.
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MUSTHAPA REMEL

The ballots for the campus wide presidential preference primary to be held next Tuesday have been expanded to make it a gubernatorial preference primary
as well. Voting will be from 10 to 4 in the game room
off of McElroy Snack Bar. Each person voting will
choose either a Democratic or Republican ballot. On it
he will select from a list those whom he prefers for
president and vice president. From a separate list, each
voter may indicate his choice for
his party's candidate for governor of Massachusetts.
The gubernatorial preference
primary was not included in the
original plan, but the interest on
this campus in local politics made
it apparent that such a vote
would increase the turnout for
the primary.
The names of Senators Edmund
Muskie of Maine and Abraham
Ribicoff of Conn., along with that
of Mayor Robert Wagner of New
York, were recently added to the
Democratic ballot. Also on the
Democratic ballot are Pat Brown,
Humphrey,
Johnson, Kennedy,
Eugene McCarthy, McNamara,

Shriver,

Stevenson,

Symington,

and Wallace.
The Republican ballot for president and vice president includes
the names Goldwater, Governor
Mark Hatfield of Oregon, Lodge,
Nixon, Rockefeller, Romn c y
Scranton, Stassen, and Taft.

,

resenting the top 10 per cent of
the graduating class, will be inducted into teh organization. Professor Wex S. Malone, National
President of the Order, will address the new members.

Father Drinan said the execu-

tive committee of the Order recently informed him that chapters at leading law schools in
the country had approved the
application of the Boston College
Law School for a chapter in the
order.

The term "coif" has its roots
deep in the tradition a.nd history
of English courts where a cap
or coif was worn by distinguished
A chapter of the Order of the jurists.
Coif, the Phi Beta Kappa of legal

ND
ew istinction
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For
Orderthe
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f

education, will be installed Sunday, May 24, at the Boston College Law School, according to
Rev. Robert F. Drinan, S.J., Dean
cf the Law School.
The Boston College chapter is
the first to be established in the
thirteen Jesuit law schools in the
country and is the second of any
of the twenty-two Catholic law

Father Drinan said the establishment of the chapter at the
Boston College Law School rep
resents the "great progress and
significant advancement made by
the Law School during the last
several years."

The Law School students who
will be inducted are: Joseph H.
Spain, Charles B. Abbott, Philip
schools.
J. Callan, Norman I. Jacobs, ArNewly elected members of the nold W. Proskin and Glen B.
Law School's Class of 1964, repSmith.

were the Associate Chairmen,
Henry F. Barry, Jr., and John
McKeague, as well as Press Secretary Thomas Corso for their
"invaluable assistance and genHis Eminence Richard Cardinal C ushing spoke of the Virgin Mary, univererous efforts on behalf of the
Senior Gift Program."
sal need for vocations, and many other to pics before a short-sleeve assemblage on

DAYB
M T C...

Bapst Library

lawn last Monday. The occasion was the annual Boston College
In his concluding remarks at
the reception, Skeffington ex- May Day convocation.
The ceremonies began with the Litany of the Blessed Virgin Mary Very
James J. Skeffington, General pressed his "sincere appreciation
Chairman of the Senior Gift Pro- to every member of the gift comRev. Michael P. Walsh, S J., President of Boston College, and William Kelley
gram, announced that the record- mittee for their sacrificial and
corner of Hammond St.and Colshattering gift had been achieved devoted efforts" and to every President of the Campus Council, her."
Audiences of the Cardinal al- lege Rd.
with every school surpassing its contributor to the record-setting participated.
Cardinal Cushing addressed the ways receive his comments on a
goal. The College of Business Ad- Senior Gift.
main body of his remarks to the wide range of current topics. He
ministration led all schools by
"I am confident," said Skeff- topic of the "Blessed Virgin made many remarks last Monpledging $89,210, a figure repreington, "that within four years Mary and the Church." He de- day.
senting 200% of its goal.
the scholarships for upperclass- clared that it was not, as some He expressed his hope that "the
The average gift of $295 indi- men will be completely endowed commentators claim, a downgrad- loyal priesthood of the laity's
cates the seniors' realization of and providing funds for needy ing of the Virgin on the part of status will be defined at the next
the tremendous worth of the students. The Class of 1964 can the Vatican Council when it in- session of the Vatican Council."
scholarships for upperclassmen be especially proud of this great cluded her in the schema on the In connection with this new inwhich will be endowed by the achievement for they are the first Church. He meant by the Church, terest in lay participation he notSenior Gift. Skeffington attributed graduating class to have a schol- he said "an organization consist- ed that Catholics generally have
the success of the Class of '64, arship fund named in their hon- ing of the people of God." By neglected the basis of their replacing her among the people of ligion. "We must admire our Proto the students' faith in the fu- or."
God, "we have an easier ap- testant brethren for their knowlture progress of Boston College,
This years Senior Class easily proach to her."
and to the dedication of the comedge of the Bible," he said. "It
The Cardinal doubted that this would be well for Catholics to
surpassed its announced goal of
mittee workers.
in so doing, they was downgrading the Blessed emulate them."
Skeffington made special men- $150,000, and
Mother.
is the top-most Before leaving the campus.
the
eclipsed
previous
record of member of"She
tion of the efforts and zeal of
our Church." The ac- Cardinal Cushing participated in
the school chairmen in the cam- $152,000, established last year by tion of the council, he
said, a brief ground breaking ceremopaign. Also given special tribute the Class of 1963.
"identifies us more closely with ny for the new dormitory on the

'
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News Notes
RepEublliceaC
nsct onlon
The Boston College Young Republicans elected Brian Conlon
(A&S, '65) President last Monday, May 4. Also elected were Thomas
Keller, Vice President, John Agresto, Secretary, and Stanley Bowker, Treasurer. No one was elected Executive Officer due to a deadlock, but a special meeting will be held for this next Monday.
Elected alternate delegates to the Mass. Council of Young Republican Clubs were: Bradley Billings, Bruce McCuen, Larry Straw,
and Robert Zimmerman.

Honors Program Seminar

UniverstChorale
y PrToducoe

Opera

WR
VBC adio

Richard Agnitsch and
Carol Fiorentino will sing
W. Y. B. C. will broadcast Ed- the lead roles in the Uniward Albee's "Who's Afraid of versity Chorale's performVirginia Woolf?" with the origin- ance of Kurt Weill's folk
al Broadway cast on next Thurs- opera, "Down in the Valley," to be given as part of
day eevning at 8 p.m.
ToPresent
AlbePlay

A discussion, with members of the Annual Home Concert Sunday
the English Department as par- night, May 10, at 8:30 in Roberts
ticipants, will follow ithe broad- Center.
cast.
Mr. Agnitsch, a baritone from

The CBA Honors Program will conduct a junior-sophomore seminar on Tuesday, May 12 at 7 p.m. in McElroy 208. The topic for
discussion by the student panel will be the organization and problems
of President Johnson's War on Poverty program.
Guest speaker for the seminar will be Mr. Robert Williams of The long awaited day for some
the B.C. sociology department and a lecturer on society and its or- one hundred fifty children at
ganization. Mr. Williams will speak on the sociological aspects of Nazareth in Jamaica Plain arrived last Sunday when the Bospoverty and the need for reform.
ton College R.O.T.C. unit made
its annual visit to the home
Proposal
Greeted with the familiar, "Can
I
wear your cap" the B. C. cadDr. Philipp Schmidt-Schlegel, the German Consulate, spoke here ets were at once surrounded with
Tuesday on"The Prospects for the Common Market and Atlantic the warm and friendly spirit
Partnership." His lecture was sponsored by the Public Affairs Pro- which is so much a part of Nazgram.
areth.
Dr. Schmidt-Schlegel, described as the "New European Man," Marching with the Lewis Drill
stressed the great importance of the Kennedy Rounds that are pres- Team, playing ithe drum in the
band, and looking for the ever
ently going on in Geneva.
Concerning the entrance of Great Britain into the Common Market he said that it will "not be a quick solution." The Consulate
also said that it is very important for the same outlet for its agricultural products as it had before.
Another important matter that has to be settled he stressed is
the establishment of a set price for France and Germany.

ComnMarket

Huthison Prize Awarded

The Ninth Annual Huthinson Award was presented to Robert
Jowaisas, CBA '64 by Dr. Price, Chairman of the Marketing Department on Monday, May 4th.
This award is given to the outstanding senior in marketing by
the American Marketing Association, and the recipient is judged on
the basis of scholastic achievement, extracurricular participation and
personality. The faculty of the department are the judges for the
association. Mr. Jowaisas is a resident of Suffern, New York and
will enter the Navy O.C.S. next year.

Charley Five x Five and friend.

Kevin Courts took the pictare of Richard Bachand on
page three of last week's
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Peter Sellers

George C. Scott
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Dr. Strangelove

Or mvI Unci Ti Stop Wonylnj

Sept.-June 1965
occupy attractive quarters
in exchange for baby sitting;
also, summer student for
similar arrangement. Near
Route 9. Parking available.
References exchanged.
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Boston College Students in Residence

APARTMENTS AVAILABLE
MASON GARDENS

Washington Street at Lake Street
3 & 4 ROOM MODERN GARDEN TYPE APARTMENTS

$115 to $130
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY OR AT FUTURE DATE
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popular "Charlie Five," the children still managed to find time
for the traditional ice cream,

cake, and cokes.
The man in the clown suit,
"Charlie Five" to all the children, was Cadet Msgt. James G.
Huse of Medford, a junior in the
School of Education, The hit of
the afternoon, "Charlie Five"
won the hearts of all the children,
especially one small boy with an
ice cream sundae.
This past week the B. C. cadets also attended their annual
Military Mass. Celebrated by
Rev. Seavey Joyce, Dean of the
College of Business Administration, the Mass was preceded by
a formal review in which the
cadets were observed by a party
consisting of Lt. Col. John C.
Wood, Jr., and invited heads of
the University.
Participating in the exercises
were the Lewis Drill Team commanded by Cadet Lt. Col. Joseph
Snow, Jr., and the R.O.T.C. band,
directed by Cadet Major Frederick T. Flukes. The Mass had
musical accompaniment from the
University Chorale which sang
several liturgical selections.

the College of Basic Nursing. A
soprano from Marlborp, Mass.,

she is performing her first solo
with the University Chorale in a
part which demands a certain
amount of acting skill in addition to a fine voice.

THE JUNIOR CLASS today
announced that there will be a
limited number of balcony tickets available at the door Saturday evening for THE CHAD
MITCHELL TRIO - ALAN KING
concert. These tickets will go on
sale at 7 P.M.

WANTED?MaIe student to

PHONE AS 7-8620
After 8:00 P.M.

!

n- 9

There's One Rose
Swee+er Than Any
That Grows

Vote for HAROLD STASSEN
Gov. of Minn.; Aide to Adm.
Halsey; Delg. to U.N. Charter
Conf.; Pres. of Univ. of Perm.;
Pres. Asst. on Disarmament.

DNaS
Azareyth uccess;
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EdOSc.hoH
fl ootenanny
The Boston College School of Education is sponsoring a Hootenanny, Wednesday evening, May 13, 1964 at Campion Hall.
The performers will be Allyn Sullivan and Tony Baldwin. Tickets
may be purchased at the School of Education for $.99 in room
103 of Campion Hall.

Manhasset, New York, and a senior in the College of Business Administration, is a four-year member of the Chorale. As Brack
Weaver, he plays a young man
who has been sentenced to die
for killing a man in defense of
his lover, Jennie Parsons. Mr.
Agnitsch performed the part with
the Chorale in Mimeola, New
York, on April 25.
Miss Fiorentino, singing the
part of Jennie, is a freshman in

HEATED
PARKING SPACE
JANITOR SERVICE
Call:
ROSS REAL ESTATE
GR 9-7687
?

In a statement recently issued
to THE HEIGHTS, the Junior
Class explicitly stated that
contrary to rumors The Chad
Mitchell Trio will perform one
set plus encores Saturday evening. Their performance will last
in the vicinity of fifty minutes.
Alan King who closes the show
will perform for at least an
equal amount of time.
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EugenM
Senator cCarthy
TobiHerenLecture
For

The student senate of the College of Arts and Sciences today announced that
Mr. Weston M. Jenks, Jr. will introduce Senator Eugene J. McCarthy at this year's
Tobin Lecture on Tuesday at 8 p.m. in the Bapst Auditorium.

ReadrHOTehighftsWe ek
Barbara

St. Pierre
Ed., '66

Co-Eds Expected
In Art Workshop
It has been announced by the
Rev. John A. McCarthy, Dean of
the College of Arts and Sciences
and Allison Macomber, Artist-inResidence that two courses in the
arts of painting, drawing, water
color, and other media will be
offered by Mr. Macomber next
year. Both offerings will be open
to co-ed participation.
Drawing and Painting I, a
course to be run along the lines
of the workshop Mr. Cacomber
has conducted this past year, is
intended to provide both an academic and creative approach to
drawing and painting with elementary and advanced theory of

I may apply for Drawing and
Painting 11. This will be an extension of the introductory course
with more advanced projects in
etching, plaster and bronze casting, and modeling. Three semester hours of credit will be given
for this course (applicable to degree requirements).
Mr. Macomber remarked that
upon completion of the two
courses, the student will be versed
in the practical application of historic and contemporary styles.
That his pupils produce exhibitable works will be proven during
the exam period when, he said,

an exposition of oils, water colors
and sculpture will be displayed in
design.
In an interview, the Artist-in- McElroy Commons.
Although applications for the
Residence noted that the gratifycourse
will be taken in Septeming student response and the overanyone
ber,
wishing to contact
whelming success of his current
Mr.
Macomber
at this time may
program have led to the new prodo
by
writing
so
either to his
posals.
home
Mulberry
at
Cottage,
SegreThose presently enrolled in the
workshop and students who have gansett, Mass., or Artist-in-Resicompleted or shown exceptional dence, Art Studio, O'Connell Hall,
promise in Drawing and Painting Boston College.

Senator McCarthy, who has authored "Frontiers of American
Democracy" and"A Liberal Answer To a Conservative," has
been frequently suggested as a
running mate for President Johnson this fall.
Mr. Jenks is one of the originators of the lecture. He has
helped to make it the outstanding
lecture on international affairs in
the Boston area. He is the Director of the International Student
Office, Peace Corps Liason Officer, Director of Guidance in
Arts and Sciences, Moderator of
the A & S Student Senate, Military Advisor and Director of
Freshmen Orientation Week. Despite his heavy schedule, he still in the Naval Reserve Program.
manages to teach English in the
Admission is free and all are
Evening School and is an Officer invited to attend.

Serendipitys

Della Reese In
For Senior Week

Debate Banquet to
Hear Fr. Wright
The Most Rev. John J. Wright,
D.D., Bishop of Pittsburgh, will
be the featured guest at the Annual Prize Debate and Banquet
of the Fulton Debating Society of
Boston College, to be held Thursday, May 14.

For the first time in the ninetyfive year history of the Fulton
Society, the debate and banquet
will also be a reunion for former
members. Over 200 Fulton alumni
are expected to attend.
The Prize Debate, to be held
at 5 p.m. in Cushing Hall, will
determine the winners of the Fultr.n and Gargan medals. The Fulton Medal, a gift of Mrs. Vincent
P. Roberts, is awarded annually
to the outstanding Junior or Senior debater. The Gargan Medal
is given to the most effective
Freshman or Sophomore. Albert
Wagner '66 and Dennis McCarthy
'67 will compete for the Gargan
Medal, while James Unger '64
and Joseph McLaughlin '65 will
vie for the Fulton Medal.
The subject of the debate will
be the national collegiate topic,
"Resolved: that the federal government should guarantee an opportunity for higher education to
all qualified high school graduales."

Three alumni of Boston College

and of the Fulton Society will
serve as judges for this debate.
They are Rev. Leo P. O'Keefe,
S.J., Hon. Elias Shamon, and
Charles W. O'Brien.
The Fulton Banquet will follow
debate at 7 p.m. in Campion
Hall. After the dinner, Charles W.
Sullivan '64 will open the speaking program with a history of the
Fulton Society from 1869 to the
(he

and

The Senior Class has announced
that the Serendipity Singers and
Delia Reese will provide the main
attraction for this year's Senior
Week, June 3-8. Both groups
will be featured at Entertainment
Night, Thursday, June 4 at 8:30
p.m., in McHugh Forum.
The Serendipity Singers display
a unique new sound in folk music, called folk-jazz, i.e. folk orientation but with jazz arrangements and instrumentation. The
group has caught on well, boasting the no. 2 best selling album
in the country, and the no. 4 top
single release.
Delia Reese is one of America's great stylists and singing
performers. Besides appearing
on numerous television programs
and highlighting performances in
leading night clubs such as the
Fountainbleau and the Copacabana, she has recorded single
discs and albums for the RCA
Victor Company. Her two million
sellers, "And That Reminds Me"
and "Don't You Know" have
made her a national favorite.
Tickets for the event will be
$2.50 per couple. The performance will be open to the public.

present.

Two former Fulton debaters
will honor those now associated
with it. Rev. Charles F. Donovan,
S.J., Academic Vice President of
Boston College and Dean of the
School of Education, will pay tribute to Dr. John H. Lawton, Head \
Coach and Moderator of the Ful- ton Medal. Following his ordinaton Society, in recognition of his
tion, Bishop Wright served as
efforts which have revived debat- secretary
to the late William Caring at Boston College. James M.
dinal O'Connell. He was Auxiliary
Connolly '33, President of the Bishop of
Boston and Bishop of
Alumni Association and- a former
Worcester
before assuming his
winner of the Fulton Medal, will present post in Pittsburgh.
give special praise to James UnThe toastmaster at the banquet
ger and Joseph McLaughlin, who
placed second in the national will be John P. Kelly '64. Ten
members of the Fulton Society
championships last month.
will graduate this year after four
The mail address will be made years of service. They are John
by Bishop Wright, probably the G. Dimond, Ralph L. Fox, Paul
most famous of the Fulton alum- J. Hamill, John P. Kelly, Mary
ni, on "Debating in the Liberal L. Liston, Charles W. Sullivan,
Arts Tradition." He was presi- Terrence T. Troyer, James J. Undent of the Fulton Society in 1930 ger, Richard P. Ward and Ernest
and 1931, when he won the Ful- J. Zupancic.

Physics Honor Society
Israeli Justice Chooses New Officers
Speak
WilH
ere

The B. C. Law School Forum Israel was established in 1949.
will present Dr. Schimon Agra- At that time he was made an
nat, a Justice of the Israeli Su- Acting Judge of the Supreme
preme Court, on Monday, May 11, Court.
at 4:00 p.m. in Robert's Lounge.
In 1950, Dr. Arganat was made
Dr. Agranat will speak on"The a Justice of the Supreme Court
Supreme Court of Israel and Civ- of Israel, the position he now
il Liberties."
holds.
Dr. Agranat was born in LouisSince 1954, he has been serving
ville, Kentucky, and attended the as Guest Professor of Criminal
University of Chicago, where "he Law at the Hebrew University in
received his Doctor of Philosophy Jerusalem. He was also chairman
degree in Law. After graduating of the Bernadotte Committee
in 1929, he went to Palestine and which investigated juvenile delinquency, and the Committee for
became a registered lawyer.
Dr. Arganat practiced law for Legislation in Criminal Procedeleven years before being ap- ures.
pointed Justice of the Peace in
Students and faculty members
Haifa in 1940, and remained in are invited to the lecture. There
(hat position until the state of will be no admission charge.

The B.C. chapter of Sigma Pi
Sigma, the national honor society
tor physics students, recently
elected its officers for the com-

ing year.

The new officers are James

Vary, president; V.'Uiam Hurley,
vice-president; Paul Dimond, secretary; and Rayford Hosker,

treasurer.
During the past year Sigma Pi
Sigma has sponsored several
films and presented speakers
dealing with topics relating to
physics. This past Tuesday evening the season was closed, with
the annual banquet at the Hof-

brau.
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EDITORIAL

CENSORED

##LET

To the Editor:
Shades of Balaclava! Last
week's advertisement, "Why
ROTC?" was a stupendous nonstatement. Since my name was
on it, let me explain that those
whose names are there are not
the chowderheads they must seem.
When I fixed my name to this
ad, it was to contain a peace symA misinformed minority of B.C. students, admini- bol, a cross and the question "Why
An alternate suggestion
strators, and faculty members is under the unfortunate ROTC?"
"Ban ROTC" which also
was
impression that the "Heights" is a controlled publica- would have been acceptable. The
tion. They believe that it is subject to the power of a purposes of this advertisement
student clique. By clique we presume these people mean should have been 1) To question
the Editorial Board.
the usefulness of an ROTC program at 8.C.; 2) To provoke a
The "Heights" is managed by an Editorial Board more general discussion of Amermade up of the major editors who determine the policy ican defense policy; and 3) To
up the miniscule contribuof the paper. This board is a "clique" in that it is made point
fact, the lack of interest
tion?in
up of students who are interested in producing a good ?in positive
efforts towards intercollege newspaper, and who would like to see Boston national peace by the Boston ColCollege grow to be a great university. There is, how- lege students.
ever, very little else upon which the editors can agree. The snippet from Tacitus and
In the area of student affairs there is a great divergence that ghastly pledge from the "Colof opinion on such issues as N.S.A. In politics and lege Marine" were late additions
economics, the range runs from the YAF to the ADA. by well-meaning people who
thought the connection was obThis is hardly the basis for a "clique."
vious.
It wasn't. I have been reThe Editorial Board supervises all copy received proached by champions of ROTC
for publication. The decision regarding acceptance or for lumping them with the Marefusal to print any submitted article is entirely theirs; rines, and for insinuating that
there is no outside coercion. The criterion used in ac- ROTC could ever exhibit such
cepting articles is one of honest judgment and good poor taste as the "College Mataste. The> "Heights" does not feel that it is its duty rine" exhibits.
pledge represents
to publish any material that would be out of keeping theGranted, that
RighteousCold
cult
of
with the published policy of this newspaper. The ness in its most War
nauseous form.
"Heights" will publish articles, whether they be con- Granted that it was
asinine, and
troversial or not if the articles pertain to campus activ- so deserves a home in the pages
ities or functions, and if the Editorial Board feels that of the Heights. ROTC, they tell
the reason for publication is legitimate and in good me, is not that low.
I have been attacked by detaste.
fenders of the Marine Corps for
the leathernecks with
Good taste is also the only criterion for paid ad- lumping boy
scouts. "You call
ROTC
vertisements. The "Heights" two weeks ago ran an ad- them" they ask, "part of the devertisement that calls for the abolition of R.O.T.C, and fense effort?"
although the ad was signed by some editors, it did not The intent of this letter is not
represent the position of the editors as a whole, and to suggest that anyone on the
should not be interpreted as such.
Heights was to blame. Instead, I
simply want to make apologeis
and an explanation for the conprimary
object
"Heights"
carry
The
of the
is to
the fusion.
campus news to the student. However, any student is To ROTC, an apology for the
free to air his pleasure or displeasure through our pages implied connection with Marine

?CLIQUE?

by John Grady
The upcoming Summer issue of
the Stylus, though quite substantial, will be somewhat smaller
than planned. The reason behind
this is that two articles which
were selected by the editorial

staff for publication were censored. This has been a rather
common occurrence in recent
Stylus history and certainly has
not been infrequent this year.
Censorship has taken one of two
tacks. The editor is informed that
a work is unprintable either because it is considered "blasphemous" or "in bad taste."
These, though valid principles
for criticism, can approach the
ridiculous when applied in a specific situation by a censor. This
has been the case with the Stylus.
The editors have found themselves being pressured to change
dialogue or descriptive narration
because it has words or scenes in
it that might be offensive to someone's family.
Often this is true; what we feel
is suitable for print is not something that would be appreciated
by many of the students' parents.
But, it must be stressed, the
Stylus is not a family magazine
and this consideration in editing
should only remain a minor one.
Furthermore, might it not be a
disservice to these same parents
to try and present an image of
Boston College that is not a true
one.
Students are to a great degree
skeptical about much of the cultural accretions surrounding Catholicism. Students are deeply interested in the moral implications
of situations that might be called
sordid but certainly can be called
prevalent.

Are we not being dishonest in
censoring these works, works
which even the most conservative
mind doesn't think of as pornogprovided he does it in the intelligent manner of a Bos- rifle-worship.
raphy, or the like? Are we not
ton College student. The "Heights" does not make a To the Marines, an apology for possibly guilty of forcing a perpractice of discrimination against any student or group the connection to army powder- son to believe that a problem he
may have encountered is unof students. An activity that feels that it is not receiving puffs.
And to Tacitus, for associating speakable in a Christian communits due publicity in these pages is free to send a repreity? Are we not making a person
with either group.
sentative to the "Heights" with news items or other is- him
Awaiting with interest the re- seek some sort of solution outside
way
any
happy
sues and we will be
to assist them in
sponse to that call of an uncer- the Boston College community,
possible.
when in reality members of that
tain trumpet, I am,
same community are also conRegretfully
Paul J. Hamill, Jr. cerned with the problem (or an
analogous one) within the comA&S '64
munity?
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To the Editor:
This letter is in regard to the
"paid advertisement" which appeared on page seven of the
Heights Friday, April 24 edition.
Though I am not a member of

the R.O.T.C. program, I am taking time out to comment on the
unrealistic presentation which appeared on page seven.
Personally, I do not think that
any of the sponsors of the ad

ever shouldered a rifle or are
even capable of adequately filling
out a military uniform. However,
my criticism is not aimed at the
physical stature of the sponsors
of the ad but at the idea behind
their ad. It seems to me, that it
not only criticizes the R.O.T.C.
program but criticizes the very
idea of maintaining an army. Gentlemen, it is a fact of our age
that a standing army is necessary
to maintain peace. One need only
look at the globe and its many
political divisions to realize this.
"Why R.O.T.C?" can be countered with "Why Vietnam?" or
"Why the Berlin Wall?" Unfortunately I did not take Russian
in my course of studies here at
B.C. and prefer speaking English
(Please turn to

page 6)

An excellent example of the
sort of story that has been censored is one of the two works
not allowed into the forthcoming
issue. It was felt to be unsuitable
not because there were any
scenes in it that were considered
offensive, but because the whole
setting of the story was thought
"sordid." Yet, the brothel was
only the setting and what the
writer was attempting to analyze
was the spiritual evolution of a
person whose existence was completely enmeshed in this unfortunate background, a background not
very different from that found in
many parts of Boston.

This consideration did not seem
to carry any weight in the censor's decision, as it did in the
editor's.
Who then in this case is irresponsible?
The most disconcerting aspect
of this whole situation are the
implications that can be deduced
from it. The major one that concerns the editors is that the attitude that underlies this form of
censorship at Boston College
causes the moderator to reduce
the role of the editor to that of

criticism of works that are submitted for publication. Even the
choosing of the works itself is
more than a screening process.
The editors of the Stylus, for example, try not only to choose
works that are competently written and that show a maturity in
content, but that also are what
can only be called honest.
By a careful selection from the
works submitted to the editors,
they try and construct issues that
are not only enjoyable to read
(and this introduces the problem
of a public and its varied tastes),
but that afford the reader a valid
insight into the thinking of an
articulate segment of the Boston
College community. In other
words, we publish for the sociologist as well as for the literateur.
This being the case, to have
articles which form the backbone
of an issue (often completing a
theme) not allowed to be published because the editors of the
magazine are not really "responsible" for it and will not have to
answer for its contents, can only
be frustrating.
The responsibility for the contents of the magazine should not
center on the moderator. The editors, rather, by their very election to the post should have this
responsibility, and are quite
eager to accept it.
I would also add that the responsibility that the Stylus (and
any other student publication for
that matter) demands is one that
can only be fulfilled by a student
editor.
The situation at Boston College
being what it is, it is only a very
care case that a cleric when appointed moderator of a journal of
publication can maintain the detachmentvital to a fair evaluation
of the contribution. The honesty
of a work often militates against
the work itself if the moderator
has to realize that its publication
will inevitably involve him in
squabbles concerning it with
other members of the academic
community, especially the religious segment thereof.
It is easy in a situation like this
to find one's self interpreting responsibility solely in terms of
"what am I answerable for and
how can I best avoid it?", rather
than "what does this university
most need to be published in this
journal?" Irresponsibility is best
concealed behind a mask of responsibility. This is an ambiguous
statement, and because of its ambiguity it is precisely a two-edged
sword. It could apply to the editors as well as to the moderator,
this is true, but in this case we
feel that it is the moderator that
has not fulfilled his responsibility,
and because of this Boston College has suffered.
This article, however, should
not be interpreted primarily as
an attack on any one man. It is
rather, an attempt to show that
the structure of administrative
control as it exists now in the
case of the Stylus only works to
the detriment of that magazine.
Certainly editorial disagreement
with the moderator has caused
us to re-evaluate the structure,
but it would be unfair as well as

a mere screener of stories. The
editorial function, if it is a true
one, however, extends far beyond unaccurate to focus the problem
this. Most of his time is spent in on only one man.
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FacultyColumnU
:Acadei huru
May I avail myself of the spe- have never challenged the legal- stance, I was quick to point out and received praise for my talk. tant to show the breadth of the
cial column which you have re- ity of this action, the question the one weakness in PBK's arguOne highly puzzling factor has University's intellectual commitcently made available to mem- of why it was taken cannot be ment leading to their rejection yet to be mentioned. Why did ments at a time when the Institubers of the faculty. Perhaps in easily dismissed.
of the University's application for the Administration of Boston Col- tion was celebrating its cententhis way I may help keep the Usually the reasons for taking a chapter. The statistics showing lege twice renew my contract? nial?
record as accurate as possible. an action of this kind are found that President Walsh had in ef- Why was I granted a summer In many of these areas I reFirst of all I want to congratu- in three areas: 1) Research and fect reversed the previous policy faculty fellowship for the sum- main in" relative darkness. The
late you and your staff for the Publication; 2) Teaching Per- of inbreeding had been prepared mer of 1963? Why did it take so fact that the senior members of
excellent journalism which you formance; and 3) Moral Behav- by myself. I mentioned them to long for the President and the my department had unanimously
a member of PBK in a discussion Board of Trustees to decide that and strongly recommended my
have evidenced since assuming ior.
responsibility for the publication
1) Was the action taken be- which we had over the rejection I could not remain on the faculty promotion if my manuscript was
of the Heights. You are certainly cause of lack of research and of Boston College's application. of Boston College? Is it at all accepted makes the incident still
continuing the tradition which publication? This can hardly have He requested that I give him a conceivable that less care was more difficult to comprehend. I
brought to your predecessors a been the case. I now have a copy of these statistics and they paid to the renewal of my con- do not want to imply that all
First Class Honor in the biennial manuscript being read by a re- were later used by other mem- tract in 1961 and again in 1963 answers are black or white as
All-American newspaper contest puted publisher. By the statutes bers of the committee.
because the University was then they relate to this whole affair.
service. You have handled the of the University I have one adFurthermore the President is committing itself only to a tem- I do doubt, however, that simirecent controversy, in which I am ditional year during which to pub- on record in his interview with porary arrangement? Is it at all lar cases have 'happened every
somewhat involved, in the best lish. Why would an exception be the young men of the Heights as cenveivable that I came to the spring for the past eight years
tradition of objective reporting made in my case; why would I stating that my criticism of the point where I had outlived my here at Boston College' as one
faculty member has been publicand responsible editorship. You be allowed only five years in- Administration was not the cause usefulness?
have neither misquoted me nor stead of the usual six? 2) Was of my dismissal.
Is it possible that my contract ly quoted as having said.
2) I have never made any was renewed in 1961 because the
have you distorted the meaning the action taken because of poor
This then is the available eviof my words. For this I am grate- teaching? In my opinion this ar- claim that my field of interest Carnegie Corporation was sup- dence in my case. In my opinful.
gument can hardly be held. Since was within the Christian Western porting half the costs of the Hon- ion, the incident centering around
My attitude and methods have I have come to Boston College tradition. This was known before ors Program? The application re- the visit of the Prefect of Studies
been criticized, at times severely. in the fall of 1959, I have done I was given a contract. Prior to quested $15,000 for the year 1961- to my class is the only tangible
Criticism is healthy and must the following. I have successfully coming to Boston College, I even -1962. It read: "A transition year evidence upon which the Admininever be stifled; it still is the developed a new Program of asked whether this could be a during which Boston College stration could have based the debest form of dialogue known to Asian Studies. I have built up, dangerous field in a Catholic would assume one-half of the cision to dismiss me. A similar
man. It is however unfortunate thanks to the cooperation of the University. I was told that Bos- costs of the program and the visit and an analogous accusation
when it stems from ignorance. Director of Libraries, a very im- ton College was an intellectual Corporation would continue to were interpreted by Professor
Enclosed is a resume of the af- pressive book collection in the center where truth was freely subsidize one-half of the costs." Dean Burnham, the other conI was, at that time, a part of tributor to the Sophomore semifair as seen from my side. It field of Asia, with a special em- pursued.
3) It is true that I have not the program. Is it possible that nar, as a violation of the acamay possibly shed some light on phasis on China. I have developed
the strength pf my reaction. It eight new courses never before used Catholic philosophy in the my contract was renewed in 1963 demic freedom. Professor Bumhas been circulated among the offered at the university. I have teaching of my courses. The cul- because the College of Arts and ham, however, left the University
faculty already. However, I be- served as Secretary of the Pro- tures with which I am concerned Sciences had applied for the es- and the Adnimistration did not
lieve that the students do have gram of Asian Studies without developed beyond the framework tablishment of a PBK chapter on have to make a decision in his
pay and have often times doubled of Catholic thought. I did not use campus? In the application to case. I, on the contrary, chose
a right to know.
Perhaps at this time I should my teaching load, again without Catholic philosophy either to at- the national chapter, there ap- to remain and I was fired. I have
position or to measure peared a short but flattering par- no alternative but to conclude
explain why I have acted in the pay. I have been an unofficial tack the
or Chinese agraph describing the Program that in its action the Aclministraway I did. I am not saying any- advisor to countless students. I the worth of Indian
On the other hand, I of Asian Studies. Or again, is it tion has violated my academic
thing new; rather I am restating have seen the enrollment in my thoughts.
did not use Indian or Chinese possible that the contract was freedom.
a position which I have had prior courses increase from a total of thoughts
to attack the position or renewed because it was imporDR. PAUL M. MICHAUD
to my coming to Boston College. about thirty during my first year
I informed the students, because to a total exceeding one hundred to measure the worth of Catholic
I sincerely and genuinely believe during each of the past two philosophy. Before I accepted a
contract with the University I had
that they are an INTEGRAL years. Nine students have gone
given assurance that I was
PART OF THE UNIVERSITY. into one or another field of Asian been expected
to present the
They too are citizens of the aca- studies since I came to Boston not
of view. My repoint
'Catholic'
College,
most
of
now
being
them
demic community and they have
I
sponsibility,
told, was to
was
In
I
fellowships.
1963,
rean enormous vested interest in on
introduce my students to my distheir school. It is not only that ceived the Heights 'Man of the
of
they pay most of the bills, al- Year' Award. I was granted a cipline within the framework
pursuit.
true
intellectual
faculty
fellowship
summer
for
the
though this should not be overYet, following the visit of the
looked. Their future rests heavily summer of 1963. 31 Was the acupon the college from which they tion taken because of moral tur- Prefect of Studies to my Honor
Theravada
graduate. One very concrete case pitude? I have no fear whatso- Asian Seminar on
in the fall of 1960, I
comes to my mind. Several years ever in that area. Furthermore, Buddhism
of syncretism. Alago, a young man decided to I welcome any attempt on the was accused
though the accusation was withanyone
such
part
bring
of
to
transfer from Boston College to
drawn, the course was never aone of the most highly reputed charges.
At this time it must be pointed gain offered. As a matter of rec- On Stage
Ivy League schools. I knew him
Moss Hart's rise to fame, writing
Seminar
well and I thought highly of his out that these three areas have ord the Sophomore
in collaboration with Kaufman.
goFor
of
who
aren't
;
you
up
apin the
those
ability and his intelligence. Yet been eliminated by the President which, as written
for financial assistance ing to Junior Week, and don't Elia Kazan's "America Ameriplication
I was also convinced that among of the University himself. My
Corporation, was have five term papers due Mon- ca" continues at the Paris Cinehis colleagues who stayed at Bos- chairman, Professor T. O'Connor, to the Carnegie
Royal Shakespeare ma. It's terrible.
ton College, there were as many asked the President, on March 3, to be an integral part of the day, The
performance of King
Program
Company's
Honors
was
abandoned.
"Tom Jones" is in its twentieth
as
twenty whose brilliance whether my dismissal was beequalled and possibly exceeded cause of deficiencies in academic The application to the Corpora- Lear ends tonight at the Shubert. week at the Beacon Hill. Don't
miss it.
his. Upon graduation, the trans- matters. He was told that it was tion reads: "Once a week Sopho- Last chance.
"Fade Out, Fade In," is at the "The Bridge on the River
feree received four offers of fel- not. The President also informed more Honors students will be Colonial,
starring Carol Burnett.
lowships. Of his colleagues who Professor John Betts, Chairman brought together in a seminar
Kwai" re-opens at the Astor Thelimited to students in the pro- ! It's a musical comedy about Hol- atre on May 27. The Academy
remained at Boston College only of the Boston College chapter of gram. The
meet
thirties.
lywood
seminar will
for
in the
the AAUP, that my dismissal was
five obtained fellowships.
Award winning film stars Alec
in a special "Roar Like a Dove," is at the Guiness, Jack Hawkins and WilOf course I am not advocating not because of academic short- at least two hours reading
room Wilbur Theatre. Its international liam Holden.
turning our leadership of the uni- comings or incompetence. Fur- room set aside as a
cast is headed by Betsy Palmer,
versity to the students. I merely thermore, the President is on rec- for Honors students.
The new Danish film "A Stransubject matter for the first Jesse Royce Landis and Charlie
The
ord
telling
want to state as strongly as I
as
the Faculty Counger
Knocks" opens May 13 at the
can that effective leadership in cil that moral turpitude was not semester's seminar meetings will Ruggles.
Kenmore Square Cinema.
commonly
be
a
series
of
works
On May 18, "How To Succeed Wednesday,
a university MUST NECESSARI- involved.
Boston was treated
accepted as representative of the In Business Without Really TryLY INCORPORATE STUDENT
Why then was the action taken? core of Western thought.
to the opening of the exciting new
T
he
opens
engagement
a
limited
ing"
OPINION. Students, however, like Only three areas remain and
Sopho- at the Colonial, starring Hal Eng- Pat Boone comedy, "Never Put
anyone else, cannot form opinion none of them is in keeping with second semester of the
will
be
devoted
to land and Jeff Deßenning.
It in Writing," at Loew's Orphwithout information. American proper academic procedure. 1) more seminar
eum. We can't win them all.
study
non-European
a
of
four
s'
W
i
11
i
a
m
"The
Tennessee
democracy has rested for quite I was a critic of the Administra"The Pink Panther," starring
was
responcivilizations
."
I
BetMenagerie,"
starring
some time upon the opinions of tion; 2) My field of studies is
Glass
Niven, Peter Sellers, Capsemester
David
dealing
sible
for
the
ty Field and Carlton is at the
men many of whom are less ad- not in an orthodox area; and 3)
Claudia Cardinale,
ucine,
Professor
Dean
BirnAsia;
Charles Playhouse for another continuesand
vanced than our students. In my I have not used Catholic philos- with
Gary. It's worth
for the part
at
the
responsible
ham
was
performan
excellent
week. It's
opinion, at least, it has not fared ophy in my courses.
seeing.
with the West.
dealing
ance.
so badly.
1) I have taken only one public
Richard Burton and Peter
Throughout, I was never told
Monday,
Other critics have seen in me stand as a critic of the Admin- that I was acting against the "Pajama Tops" opens for
O'Toole star in "Beckett," openthree
11,
at
the
Shubert
May
an evil person, intent upon de- istration. This occurred in April wishes of the administration nor
ing Friday, May 15, at the Saxon.
struction, and thoroughly unpro- of 1960, when I was a member was I apprised of these wishes. weeks.
"Paris When It Sizzles," starMay
fessional. I can hardly offer them of a Committee of Ten which On the contrary, the evidence "Romeo and Juliet" opens
ring Audrey Hepburn and WilTheatre
13
the
NOrth
Shore
at
a long involved argument. I mere- went to see the President at a which I had, suggested that I
liam Holden, is at the Capri.
ly want to point out to them time of crisis. A more detailed was both acceptable and accept- in Beverly.
The exposition has been herald"Who's
okayed
that my conscience dictated my description of this incident ap- ed. During the year 1962-63, I The City Censor
ed ever since its participation in
before,
Woolf"
Virginia
Afraid
of
methods. Perhaps they claim that pears in a memo which I have was invited by the Dean of the
which the American entries carone is necessarily unprincipled submitted to the Committee on Graduate School to give a series so it's opening again at the ried away the top prizes. These
June
1.
who does not share their views. Professional Standards. In many of five lectures on the religions Shubert on
films, in the past few months,
I must reply that however twisted private conversations with col- of
have been discussed in the majThis was to be my part Cinema
India.
it may appear to them it is the leagues I have expressed criti- in a one-year course entitled HisThose of you who have missed or European newspapers, among
only conscience I have and I do cism of the administrative ac- tory of Religion. I did so; my "The Cardinal" so far have only which are Figaro, London Times
have a right to it.
tions. In my opinion I have voiced lectures were attended by one or one more week to miss it at the and the Observer, as well as in
Paul M. Michaud my criticism in the true spirit more of the Jesuit Order. I was Saxon.
some of the most important critOn February 20, 1964, I re- of the intellectual. At all times again invited to deliver similar Jack Gilber's controversial ical journals such as "Les Arts"
ceived a letterfrom the President my motivation was a genuine in- lectures for the year 1963-64 which "The Connection" is at the Park and "Les Temps Modernes" pubof Boston College informing me terest in the betterment of the I have already done. Further- Square Cinema.
lished by Jean-Paul Sartre. Brusthat my services with the Uni- University. I was a member of more, I was invited to give a
"Act One" opened Wednesday sels prize-winner Gregory Markversity would be terminated in the University and I was invest- guest lecture on Confucianism to at the Paramount downtown. opoulos will be present to discuss
June of 1965. No further infor- ing much mental and emotional the students of Weston College. Jason Robards, Jr., plays George his work and the cinema in genmation was volunteered. While I energy 'ever to excel.' For in- I did so during the fall of 1963 S. Kaufman. It's the story of eral.
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POLITCADOGFIGHT

LETTERS

of world peace. These ideals are
indeed worthy of pursuit but they
must be pursued in the light of
existing conditions. Anyone who
wishes to be an adequate reformer must be in touch with the
times he wishes to change. To the
gentlemen (and, as I was told
one girl) who sponsored the ad,
I would say before attempting to
change the objective order, why
not first examine it more realistically? Try stepping into the real
world, after all, that is the world
you have to live in; and it seems,
the world you would like to perfect.
In conclusion, I would like to
say that there is no biological connection at all to myself and the
Hamill (he spells it with one "m")
munity.
I do not wish the above state- who sponsored the ad.
James Hammill
ments to give the impression that
A&S '65
I am against reform or the idea

(Continued

from

Page 4)

and living in a democracy. For
these reasons and many others,
I do not mind seeing an R.O.T.C.
program here on campus. Perhaps, it is true that there are
many improvements which could
be made in it, but I would not
attack the idea behind it. Further, I feel that the possible encroachment of the military upon
the civilian, which has caused
the downfall of some republics,
is lessened by having men in positions as army officers who have
had a liberal education. This does
not mean I oppose military
schools; it merely means that I
don't think the R.O.T.C. program
is a drag on the academic com-

R.O.T.C.
gent leaders of men in peace
To the Editor:
In last week's issue of the and, if it should occur, in war"Heights" there appeared on page not gun toting pre-Neanderthals
seven a paid advertisement sa- solely bent on the extinction of
tirically denouncing ROTC at very man in the wrong color uniBoston College and the ROTC pro- form. If we are to have an army
gram in general. The epigraph we assuredly must have wellextracted from"The College Ma- trained officers. To deny the nerine" presented a distortedly one- cessity and good sense of the
sided view of the ROTC's objec- availability of this officers' trainttives. Actually, it seemed more ing program to students at B.C.
directly intent upon derogating and to college students all over
the military on the whole than the country seems to blatantly
upon demeaning this particular contradict the very basic and irprogram.
refutable fact of the necessity
I cannot speak as a member of competent and sufficiently
of the organization; however, I military leadership in an era
am well aware that the ROTC when military strength is so esfunctions as the trainer of pro- sential to our national security
spective officers in the United so imperative to our self-protec-

States armed forces. The candidates are trained to be intelli-

tion.

by Edward Forray
There's a dogfight brewing in
the Massachusetts Gubernatorial
fight next fall. And it all centers
around

Endicott
incumbent.
If the recent state primary can
be taken as an indication, Mr.
Peabody will have a hard fight
on his hands winning even his
own party's endorsement in convention later this spring
a
hard fight, that is, if the rank
and file party members have
anything to say about it.
The primary, which is actually
little more than a publicity-fin-

To the Editor:
"I had no shoes and complained
until I met a man who had no
feet."
This Arabian proverb seems to
us an apt reaction to the article
in the Heights two weeks ago,
concerning the male dormitory
situation, and the answer published in the Heights last week.
We would like to remind these
tireless campaigners against the
"file box" dormitories that they,
at least, have something.
The women resident students on
this campus have watched the
University building program in
full action. McElroy Commons
was recently finished, the faculty
center is near completion, and
THREE new MALE dormitories
have been chosen as the next operation, all this activity without
one concrete step being taken toward the building of the "pro-

one man

?

(Chub) Peabody, the

?

-

Political observers feel that Lt.
Governor Francis X. Bellotti's
strong showing at the polls could
signal a tough time for Peabody
at the convention. But it must be
remembered that Governor Peabody was Senator Kennedy's
choice for the nomination in 1962,
and this fact alone would seem
to insure the governor's re-nomination at the convention.
It wouldn't look good for Kennedy to withdraw support from
a man whom the Senator did,
in fact, sweep into the State
House in 1962. Indeed, Senator
Kennedy tried to give Peabody's
image a boost with a sweeping
endorsement of the Governor the
day before the primary. But even
this shot - in - the - arm wasn't

...

?

enough to help Peabody look elected by less than 10,000 votes
good. The 20% turnout expressed in 1962, and this only because he
a lack of faith in the Governor's was riding along with one of the
most attractive candidates in
political future.
There are strong indications years, Ted Kennedy.
Perhaps the Kennedys EXPECT
that U. S. Attorney General Robert Kennedy, who will resign his Peabody to lose. If would definoffice after the 1964 elections, will itely look better for the Attorney
return to his home state to enter General if he didn't have to pat
elective politics. And there are Chub on the back in 1966, and
only two logical offices available say, "Nice job, Governor. You
to him
the Senate seat now oc- can step down now. Ihanks for
cupied by Leverett Saltonstall, holding my seat."
and Governor Peabody's present There are many Democrats
who aren't particularly fond of
chair in the State House.
The obvious choice is the latter the Kennedy control, and who
as the Attorney General would have much too strong support for
be apt to establish himself much the Governor to expect to overmore easily as a Chief Executive come, even with Kennedy backof Massachusetts than as a jun- ing.
ior Senator. Besides, in 1966, the Certainly former state Attorn?

governor will be
four year term,

elected for a
instead of the
present two. With re election in
1970, the older Kennedy would
be in fine position in seeking to
fulfill his ambition for the National office once held by his late
brother.
But, with emergence of Attorney General Kennedy on the state
political scene, many local politicians will have their political
calendars upset. It was known
that Treasurer Driscoll had higher aspirations. It was possible
that his supporters, or those of Lt.
Governor Bellotti, might have
tried to block Peabody's nomination in favor of their own candidate. But now it seems probable
that the Chief Executive will
again be his party's nominee in
November.
It may be, however, that Peabody's candidacy this fall is all
part of the Kennedy master plan
for 1966. Governor Peabody was

-

-

General Edward J. McCormack wastes no love on his 1962
Senatorial opponent, Ted Kennedy. And McCormack, now in
a very lucrative law practice, is
known to be very much interested
in a seat on Capitol Hill.
Another in an Increasing list
of potential candidates is Boston
mayor John Collins, who showed
surprisingly well in the recent
primary. Collins will have completed a full six years in City
Hall, and is well-liked by many
business interests for the job he
has done in creating a new and
healthy look to the old state capitol city.
And as the list of potential office - seekers grows with almost
each passing week, the political
future of Endicott Peabody gets
more and more doubtful. And it's
a shame too. For at least one
thing can be said about our
he does
present chief executive
ey

?

try.
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John K. Carroll, A&S '64

by

posed" women's dorm. The wom-

en residents of this campus pay
their boarding fees, and very often
commuting fees also, and seem
to accrue little satisfaction from
either University position. We are
neither boarders nor commuters.
We regret that your dormitories
look like "filing cabinets," we
sympathize with your cafeteria
difficulties, in fact we will assist
you in your problems. We hereby
suggest an even swap, your dorms
and cafeteria for our equivalent
facilities.
Bernardine Lohoski Ed. '66
Anne McDonnell Ed. '66
Paula Judge Ed. '66
Carol LeClair Ed. '65
Sandy Balonek Ed. '65
Jan Leary Ed. '65
Eileen Jolley Ed. '66
Margaret Skarrow Ed. '65
Virginia Newman Ed. '65
Mary Jane McLaughlin Ed. '65

John Dimond

When I do write anonymous letters, I usually do not take the
trouble to add my signature at
the end. Therefore, I wish to point
out that my name was mistakenly
omitted from the rather carping
letter which appeared in last
week's Heights. The letter's intent
should have been clear. Boston
College
indeed Catholic instituseem to
tions of all varieties
be entering upon a particularly
crucial period of development.
One is tempted to say that the
next decade or so will witness
?

?

the ultimate success or failure of
this
colleges and universities to expand
and improve their offerings. Pressure is particularly upon Catholic
colleges because they are called
upon to prove that there is something distinctive about the education they provide, something which
justifies their continued existence.
One would like to be more constructive in one's criticism in such
a situation, but it appears that
mand
been a proponent of many old images survive, fanstealing, cheating, lying, and tasies which no longer fit today's
adultry. On the other hand, Wil- facts. These must be eliminated
ly's neighbors, Charlie and his before the constructive work can
son, Bernard, have sound values, proceed unimpeded.
In my letter I referred to the
work hard and do succeed. MillB.C. of the past as a high school.
er's contrast is apparent.
It is this reference to "Death In general this has been true of
of a Salesman" by Mr. Hamill, Catholic education in this counthat helps me to distinguish be- try. The David and Goliath facts
tween two types of welfare: wel- of the situation of the uneducated
fare in the form of handouts and immigrant Catholic populace in
past more or less required
welfare in the form of education years
courses as
with objectives of strong personal apologetically-oriented of
Catholic
responsibility and sound values. the distinctive mark
The first type must be carefully colleges. Such courses were never
terribly
and still are not
handed out fo rit ignores the ultimate solution to unemployment; intellectually stimulating; they
or theolothe second type is the ultimate weren't real philosophy
accomplished
gy
they
courses
but
solution and to it I subscribe my
full support. It is not the prim- their purpose of supplying the
ary role of society to dole out logical refutations for all possible
to the tenets of the
gifts but to prevent
through objections
Church.
Under
such circumstanceducation the perverted growth
es philosophy, for example, was
of these Willy Lomans.
not conceived as a personal quest
John Siebold
for truth but rather as a predigested apologetic of religious beCBA '64
Catholic higher education in
country. Pressure is on all

MILLER
Dear Sir:
In regard to Mr. HamiU's reference to "Miller's hero, Willy
Loman, the sad symbol of the
loser
the unemployed man,"
in his article "Poverty and the
Christian," I offer a quotation
from "Sales Management" April
1, 1960, ito expres my reaction:
"The play by Arthur Miller, has
recently been presented in MosWe wonder if they accow
cepted Willy Loman in "Death
of a Salesman" as the model of
present - day American Salesmen
or did they see him as "a victim
of social injustice," to quote the
Stage manager of the Russian
play. In either case we fear Moscow playgoers received a warped
view."
An examination of the play
that Miller wrote will reveal that
Willy Loman does not lose 'because of soicety but that soicety
loses because of Willy Loman.
Throughout his life Willy Loman
has through example and com-

-

ancing Gallup poll, pointed up
two pertinent facts: Chub Peabody, the Democratic governor
for the past 17 months, has very
little personal support within the
Democratic party; and that party is clearly in the control of the
junior Senator from the state,
Ted Kennedy.
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lief. Such a sweeping indictment rived this picture. Could it be
of the claims for intellectual rec- Jesuit education?
As I pointed out last week this
ognition as true institutions of
learning would not be completely tutorism is also part and parcel
justified today. Boston College, for of the structure of extra-curricuexample, has made tremendous lar activities on campus. The restrides in the areas of most secu- sult is that most students cannot
lar disciplines, except perhaps, stand on their own feet intellecAsian Studies, and even in philos- tually or socially. More important
ophy and theology. However, the than this, however, is that there
question at hand is that of the is nothing particularly Catholic,
distinctiveness of Catholic educa- nor even Christian, about the
tion and to this we should address overwhelming majority of Boston
ourselves, for some of the old text- College students. If this personal
books and many of the old atti- observation is true, then how can
tudes still survive. I will let a B.C. justify its own continued exmore able critic of American istence? It seems no longer true
Catholic Education than I pinpoint that Catholic colleges are needed
our difficulty:
to protect their students from the
because of the general de- evil ways of secular education.
fense-mentality of the teachers Food for thought is provided by
for all problems, there is a the results of a study published
marked preference for solutions by Dr. John T. Fox in the Amerigiven in the past. This is often can Catholic Sociological Review
labeled as conservatism, but it last year. Dr. Fox derived a test
is not really. It is tutorism. which measured an individual's
Older solutions have proved to attitude towards his church. His
be perfectly consonant with the- conclusion is that "enrollment in
ological thinking. A new solu- a Catholic college has no relationtion has no such guarantee, ship to a student's attitude toward
even though on the face of it, the Church." If this can be asserit seems neutral enough. But ted as true beyond the limits of
one never knows. Better to stick this particular survey, then why
to the answer we know is ex- do we continue to bother with
istentially inocuous.
Tutorism Catholic colleges? Dr. Fox quotes
is a real danger in Catholic another study, this time of reteaching circles. It produces a ligious attitudes on the Cornell
paliable tendency to eliminate campus, which concludes that,
movement and fluidity from the ".
the great secularization of
questions of the disciplines. religious values which some CathThere is a strong urge to make olics often attribute to secular edquestions timeless with timeless ucation vis a vis regiuiosueepd
answers. New questions are pre- ucation vis a vis religious educaferably reduced to old ones and tion simply does not exist in the
hence they need not be answer- Cornell case." If, then, there is
ed anew, because the old an- nothing distinctive about a Cathswer is already there. This deep- olic higher education other than
freeze technique gives the stu- the tutorism referred to above, if
dents the impression that there the Catholics produced are no difreally are no new questions. ferent Catholics for their four
Contemporary men only re-dis- years in a Catholic college, if the
cover in their time the eternal Catholic colleges are not producquestions already answered in ing the laymen needed in today's
Church, then what good are they?
the past.
Matters have not changed too This is the real question which
much since Fr. Weigel wrote these must be asked in any self-evaluawords six years ago. Certainly, he tion. Until it is answered, buildwill not be accused of fabrication; ing drives and curriculum revione wonders whence he has dc- sions will be useless.
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B.C. Outslugs Tufts
For Ninth Victory

Attention!

Coach Eddie Pellagrin's Eagle nine outslugged the Tufts Jumbos 14-8 on
Wednesday at Medford. The Eagles, paced by a seventeen hit attack, notched their
ninth victory of the season against two defeats.
BC opened the scoring with a four run third inning, but the Jumbos held
a 7-6 margin after five frames. A three-run outburst in the sixth put the Eagles in
,. ,
front for good.
Jack Rotondo (ERA 1.18) started for Coach Pellagnm, but he was relieved
in the fifth inning by Dick Beauchesue. Ed Foley, the star of Saturday's football
scrimmage, finished for BC and received credit for the victory. Miles Nogelo suffered the loss, his fourth this year.
Catcher Kevin Mahoney (4 for 5) Fred Prifty (3 for 6), Billy Mulcahy (2
for 5), and Jim McGowan (2 for 5) led the Eagles hitting. Mulcahy and Prifty both
,
had home runs.

All Classes

_

The 1964
SUB TURRI
Has Arrived
pick
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Last Saturday the Eagles nipped Tufts, 2 -1, behind the fourhit pitching of junior Jack Rotondo. Clutch hitting John Frame
singled home two runs in the
seventh for the victory. Mulcahy

-

collected three hits in as many
times at bat.

101
Photo credit:

Jim McGowan steals second against B.U.

PAMI

NOTES
Coach Pellagrin! gained the
services of quarterbacks Ed Foley and Steve Murray this past
week with the completion of
spring drills. End Jim Whalen, a
power-hitting catcher and out
Tad Lmon fielder, also joins the team for
the final stretch.
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SERENDIPITY SINGERS

DELLA REESE

ALL CLASSES INVITED TO

"ON THE WAGON"
mm

For the first time in history, the Class of 1964 of Boston College has brought together a doubleheader attraction
featuring the two most significant acts in the world of entertainment! !! !
currently leading the
DELLA REESE with the Mercer Ellington orchestra. <»nd THE SERENDIPITY SINGERS Let
The Rain Come
nation with hit record "Don't
Singer of million sellers "And That Reminds Me";
Down".
"Don't You Know".
?

at "The Blue McHugh Rendezvous

All for an unbelievably low, low, low $2.50

_

of a torrid hitting streak, figured
in both of the Eagles tallies off
losing pitcher Ron Girolimon. He
bunted safely leading off in the
bottom of the first, stole second,
went to third on an error, and
scored on Prifty's double. In the
second inning, he singled home
McGowan with the winning run.

it up

Mcelroy

_

On Monday BC edged the BU
Terriers 2-1 behind the pitching
of senior Art Carter. It was Carter's third victory without a defeat.
Mulcahy, who is in the midst

JUNE 4
?

8:15 P.M.

Tickets for this significant event will be on sale from 12 to 2 daily in McElroy 118
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Ed Foley, the sophomore quar-

halfback Dan Hostetter. Leone After reclewing the Spring
game, Coach Jim Miller predicted
terback from Woburn, paced the kicked the extra point.
The Whites added another score that next year's team will be
Whites (Ist, 3rd, sth units) to a
21-7 victory over the Maroons in the second quarter after Fresh- quicker and faster than last year's
(2nd, 4th, 6th units) last Satur- man tackle Dick Powers blocked unit. Miller promised a "quick,
day in the annual spring game a Maroon punt on the 18 yard fast, hard-hitting football team."
at Alumni Stadium.
line. After trying the middle of "We'll have more size, especially
The 180 pound redhead com- the Maroon line, Foley completed among the younger players. We
pleted six out of six passes, a 15 yard pass to Jim Whalen also should have more depth."
Miller stated that, in general,
tossed for two touchdowns, and who carried the ball in for the
showed the poise of a veteran score. Leone made the score 21-0. the spring practice sessions were
in directing the first unit.
The Maroon team finally got good ones. Miller noted that the
The first team began the scor- into the scoring column late in practices would have been more
ing at 2:40 of the first quarter the second quarter. Jim Whalen profitable if there had been less
when after a 48 yard pass com- wearing a white jersey, but punt- injuries to key personnel and betpletion to end Jim Whalen, Foley ing for the Maroon team, ran for ter weather conditions.
threw a 12 yard pass to halfback a critical first down after an
Six veteran performers missed
Ron Gentili who was standing in attempted punt. This play set up Saturday's game because of inthe end zone. John Leone convert- the Maroon's lone tally. After a juries, forcing Miller to start
ed to make the score 7-0.
series of running plays by 4th many freshmen and inexperienced
The White team added to their unit quarterback Jack Daly, half- players. Besides Foley, who carlead in the first quarter when back Jim McGowan scored from ried the ball only once for six
Junior Steve Murray lofted a per- the one. Marty DiMezza convert- yards and didn't throw a pass
fect 22 yard touchdown pass to ed to end the scoring.
during the '63 campaign, the other first team starters included
sophomore Ron Gentili and Junior Gary Testa at halfback, and
junior Don Moran at fullback.
Veterans Jim Whalen and Bill
Croni.n started at end. "Spike"
Kleiner and frosh Dick Powers
manned the tackle posts, with

RyderP
ClubTo lea

TrackB.C.
For
at

Irv Goss

At the annual Jack Ryder Club banquet last Saturday, it was informally announced that an attempt
would be made to obtain a track for B.C. However,
no funds will be requested from the administration until after the first phase of the current building fund
drive is over?supposedly in the fall of this year. In
view of the past opinions expressed by Father Walsh
in regard to expansion of facilities devoted to varsity
athletics, their chances of succeeding appear dim.
This is unfortunate, because the absence of a track
represents a contradiction in the athletic picture here
at the Heights. Alumni Stadium, McHugh Forum, Roberts Center, and Shea Field, all represent commendable
attempts to bring collegiate sports back to the college.
Why track was left out in the cold at that time I don't
know?but a good guess might be that the purse strings
were suddenly tightened, just as they have been now.
The Ryder Club is an organization composed of
Alumni and friends of B.C. Track, and their appeal to
Father Walsh will be made in this capacity. However,
since it will be many months before such an appeal is
made, there is time for the Athletic Association to plan
with them and join them. In plain dollar and sense
talk, the arrival of Basketball as a paying sport, the
increase in receipts which should result from a very attractive football schedule, along with old reliable Hockey, represent three major reasons why the people on
the lower campus should be in a better bargaining
position with those on upper campus in the future. It is
time to stop talking and start moving so that when the
term "big time" is applied to the B.C. athletic picture,
it won't require a footnote.
DOODLIN'
Dick "Huff" Cremin, normally a mild mannered
southern gentleman, was taken aback by my remarks
concerning his hero, and asked for equal time. However, I promised him not to ask for his football pads if
he doesn't ask for my typewriter. I'll never figure out
why a good ballplayer like Cremin wasn't called
"Schmidt" instead of "Huff."

sophomores Art Ferrance and
John Leone at guard. Freshman

Tom Sarkesian centered.
The starting Maroon unit featured Larry Marzetti, Mike Violante, Bob Budzinski and John
Walsh in the backfield; Charlie
Smith and Frank Grywalski at
the ends; freshman Tom Schnei-

Hank Keller

scores second victory in 5.8.1, meet with 45'

next August.

der and Mike Petruzziello at the
tackles; Marty DiMezza and
frosh Dennis Cullen at guard, with
freshman Bob Hyland at center.
Those unable to play because

included center Dick
Taylor, guard Dick Cremin, tackles John Frechette and Bill
of injury

and halfbacks
and Hank Blaha.

Schoeck,
Shann

Bob

BB
TraUckm,enTop ates;
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By RED ALLEN
Last Saturday over at Franklin Park Stadium in Dorchester, the Boston
College Track squad produced its best efforts as a team this year as they downed
Bates College from Maine and neighboring Boston University. With the final tally
sheet in, the score read 77-66-51.
Things started off well for the Eagles as senior Hank Keller took a first in
the Broad Jump with a leap of 23 ft. 7 \A in. A few minutes later Keller made
it his third consecutive double victory as he outdistanced his opponents in the
triple jump to the tune of 45 ft. 6 in.
But before much more time had elapsed, the pole vaulters from Bates
swamped both B.C. and B.U. to take all four places and a small bundle of points?
eleven to be exact. Together with a B.U. victory in the 440 hurdles with Bates
getting second and third the outcome looked shaky.
B.C.'s strongman in the weight
events, John Fiore, was yet to
take his throws however, so everything was still very much up
in the air. Then, with heaves of
163 and 166 ft. with the 16 pound
hammer, Fiore added five valuable first place points to put

B.C. on top.
After the field events squad
had given B.C. the lead, the runners took to the cinders and assured the Eagles their initial trimeet victory of the season.
Junior Lv Tessier scored another one of his rather nonchalant
doubles when he flew to a 9.9
sec. victory in the 100 yard dash
over B.U.s Gus Johnson and then
came back to beat the same B.U.
sprinter in the 220 furlong.
Distance man Phil Jutras, not

one to be outdone, likewise'pulled
a double as he won the mile in
a relaxed 4:18.0 and toured the
two mile in a fast 9:27. Jutras,
whose leg was bothering him a
great deal before his races, due
to a recurring injury, won both

71/2" triple jump.

Ed Foley, who completed six passes in six attempts Saturday,
will be the Eagles number one QB when pre-season drills open

events by margins of 25 and 100
yards respectively, and the opposition is thinking of handicapping him next time out with a
plaster cast?if it would help any.
Junior Chris "Petey" Lane, running after a year's layoff, fooled
his opposition as he raced to a
first in the half mile in 1:58 flat,
beating teammate Paul Delaney
by about a yard.
The closest race of the day
was the race that everyone picked
to be the closest: the quarter mile
duel between B.C.'s Bob Gilvey

and B.U.s Ed Tantorski. In races
In the running events, Bob Gilbetween these two, all you can vey won the 440 yard dash with
do is flip a coin, close your eyes, a five yard victory over Northand wait. Well this time the coin eastern's Ed Flowers with B.U.s
landed with the Eagle side up Eddie Tantorski another two
as Gilvey nipped Tantorski by yards to the rear. Gilvey's time
about a foot in the time of 48.6 of 48.6 seconds was six tenths off
sec.
the record which he set when
In the frosh competition, it was winning last year's championa real edge of the seater as the ship.
B. U. and B.C. squads went into
Withoirt any doubt, however, the
the final event, the mile relay, finest running victory of the day
tied at 70 all. But Chuck Zaikow- went to Phil "Jute the Jet" Jutski's quarter mile leg gave B.C. ras. Running only his fourth mile
a twenty yard lead as anchor of the spring season, Jutras
man Kevin O'Malley ran away thrashed Harvard's highly touted
to a twenty-five yard victory to Ed Meehan to win by thirty yards
finish the meet with the Eaglets in the time of 4:o9.7?best time
on top, 75-70.
in New England this year, and a
Boston Collegiate Championships new meet and track record. JutLast Wednesday over at Bran- ras, who is known for his "gut
deis University's sparkling new finishes," was about ten yards
perma-track,
College off the pace when the gun lap
Boston
turned up four first place finish- came around, but when the Maners and a number of fast sec- chester miler reached the top of
ond, thirds, and fourths as the the backstretch he made his
Eagles squad finished a strong move and left the competition
third to powerhouses Harvard and fighting for places in the rear.
Northeastern. Considering both
Tops for B.C. in place finishes
the numbers of these two Boston was John Fiore, who got a third
teams, plus the fine facilities in the hammer, a fourth in the
which they possess to train on, disc, and a fifth in the shot.
a third place finish is something Paul Delaney and Mike Connoly
to be proud of.
came through with best ever
Hank Keller was high man for races to grab fourth places in
the Eagles as he won both the the half mile and two mile. Conbroad jump and triple jump a- noly's effort was especially amazgainst Harvard's Aggri Awori, the ing for it was his first competitive
Olympian from Nigeria, and from race at the two mile distance.
Oluf Olunloyo, another exchange To round it all out, Lv Tessier
student at Harvard. Keller's came up with a third in the 100
double win was the first field yard dash, having a little trouble
event double recorded in the with a pulled hamstrong, and
jumping events in the history of Dick Clarke went 6 ft. 3 in. to
the GBl's.
snag third in the high jump.
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